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Abstract

This report contains two contributions to the update of the Encyclopedia of Statistical
Sciences� The contributions in this report are

� Nested case�control sampling
�Sampling from the risk sets�� page �

� Counter�matched sampling� page ��
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NESTED CASE�CONTROL SAMPLING
�SAMPLING FROM THE RISK SETS�

Cox�s regression model� is one of the cornerstones in modern survival analysis�� and it is the
method of choice when one wants to assess the in�uence of risk factors and other covariates
on mortality or morbidity� Estimation in Cox�s model is based on a partial likelihood� which�
at each observed death or disease occurrence ��failure��� compares the covariate values of
the failing individual to those of all individuals at risk at the time of the failure� In large
epidemiological cohort studies of a rare disease �see EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STATISTICS
and COHORT ANALYSIS�� Cox regression requires collection of covariate information on
all individuals in the cohort even though only a small fraction of these actually get diseased�
This may be very expensive� or even logistically impossible� Cohort sampling techniques
where covariate information is collected for all failing individuals ��cases��� but only for a
sample of the non	failing individuals ��controls�� then o
er useful alternatives which may
drastically reduce the resources that need to be allocated to a study� Further� as most of the
statistical information is contained in the cases� such studies may still be su�cient to give
reliable answers to the questions of interest�

The most common cohort sampling design is nested case	control sampling� Here one
compares each case to a small number of controls selected at random from those at risk at
the case�s failure time� and a new sample of controls is selected for each case� A di
erent type
of cohort sampling design is case	cohort sampling� For this design one selects at the outset
of the study a random sample of control individuals �the subcohort�� and these individuals
are used as controls throughout the study �provided they are still at risk�� In this entry we
focus on the nested case	control design� We �rst indicate the relation between this form of
case	control sampling and the more classical case	control designs �see RETROSPECTIVE
STUDIES� INCLUDING CASE	CONTROL� and give a sketch of the development of the
subject� To �x ideas� we then describe in more details one particular nested case	control
study� Further� we review the Cox model� describe precisely how the nested case	control data
are collected� and present methods for statistical inference� Finally a note on e�ciency is
given� and we provide some remarks on extensions of the nested case	control design as well
as a brief comparison between nested case	control sampling and case	cohort sampling�

Nested case�control studies and other case�control designs

The theory for case	control studies for a binary response variable �diseased� not diseased�
dates back to the work of Corn�eld �� in the early ����s �see ODDS RATIO ESTIMATORS��
proceeds via the landmark ���� paper by Mantel and Haenzel ����see MANTEL	HAENSZEL
STATISTIC� to the implementation of the logistic regression� model and the development of
conditional logistic regression for matched case	control data in the ����s� The monograph
by Breslow and Day �� gives an extensive exposition of this �classical� case	control theory�
while �� provides a nice historical account�

Age or other time	scales play no role in the statistical models on which the �classical�
case	control theory is based� so this important aspect of a study has to be taken care of
by strati�cation or time	matching� This is di
erent for a nested case	control study� where
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Cox�s regression model is used to model the occurrence of failures� and where the controls
are sampled from the risk sets� Further� in a �classical� case	control study the population
from which the controls are sampled is often not well de�ned� while a nested case	control
study is performed within a well de�ned cohort� This makes the nested case	control design
intermediate between a �classical� case	control study and a full cohort analysis�

The nested case	control design was suggested in ���� by Thomas ��� as a tool to reduce
error checking and the computational burden for the analysis of large cohorts� He proposed
to base inference on a modi�cation of Cox�s partial likelihood� see ��� below� This suggestion
was supported by the work of Prentice and Breslow ���� who derived the same expression as
a conditional likelihood for time	matched case	control sampling from an in�nite population�
A more decisive� but still heuristic� argument was provided by Oakes ���� who showed that
��� is a partial likelihood when the sampling of controls is performed within the actual �nite
cohort� It took more than ten years� however� before Goldstein and Langholz ��� proved
rigorously that the estimator of the regression coe�cients based on Oakes� partial likelihood
enjoys similar large sample properties as ordinary maximum likelihood estimators� Later
Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz �� gave a more direct proof along the lines of Andersen
and Gill �� using a marked	point process formulation� It is indicated below how this marked
point process approach also solves the problem of how to estimate the baseline hazard rate
function from nested case	control data�

An example

The nested case	control design has been used in many studies to avoid the collection of
covariate information for the full cohort or to reduce error checking and the computational
burden in the analysis of large cohorts� In fact� it is now recognized that most time	matched
case	controls studies� ubiquitous in epidemiological research� are indeed nested case	control
studies where the cohort is given as the �sometimes not well de�ned� population within a
given geographic area� In order to �x ideas in the subsequent discussion� we will have a closer
look at one such study�

The International Agency for Research on Cancer in Lyon� France maintains a register
of �� ��� workers from eleven countries �Australia� Austria� Canada� Denmark� Finland�
Germany� Italy� the Netherlands� New Zealand� Sweden� and the United Kingdom� exposed
to phenoxy herbicides� chlorophenols� and dioxins� In a cohort analysis� an increased mortality
of soft tissue sarcomas was found among exposed subjects� In order to examine the e
ect
of exposure to various chemicals more fully� a nested case	control study was undertaken�
where� for each of the �� cases of soft tissue sarcoma �all males�� �ve controls were sampled
at random from those from the same country and of the same age as the case ���� The
degree of the exposures of the �� cases and the �� controls to a number of chemicals were
reconstructed through the use of individual job records and of detailed company exposure
questionnaires and company reports� Even though this information in principle could have be
collected for the complete cohort of �� ��� individuals� this would have implied an enormous
amount of work� Further� as the main limitation of the data is the small number of cases�
such an e
ort would mostly have been in vain� In fact� the nested case	control study based
on the ����� controls and cases provides ��� e�ciency relative to the full cohort data for
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testing associations between single exposures and the disease �cf� below��

Model and data

Consider a cohort of n individuals and denote by �i�t� � ��t�xi�t�� the hazard rate function
at time t for an individual i with vector of covariates xi�t� � �xi��t�� � � � � xip�t��

�� Here the
time	variable t may be age �as in the example�� time since employment� or some other time	
scale relevant to the problem at hand� The covariates may be time	�xed �like gender� or
time	dependent �like cumulative exposure to a chemical�� and they may be indicators for
categoric covariates �like the exposure groups �non	exposed�� �low�� �medium�� and �high��
or numeric �as when actual amount of exposure is recorded�� Cox�s regression� model relates
the covariates of individual i to its hazard rate function by

�i�t� � ���t�e
��
xi�t�� ���

Here � � ���� � � � � �p�
� is a vector of regression coe�cients� while the baseline hazard rate

function ���t�� corresponding to an individual with all covariates identically equal to zero� is
left unspeci�ed�

Sometimes one adopts a strati�ed version of ��� where the baseline hazard rate function
may di
er between strata� while the regression coe�cients are assumed the same across strata�
E�g�� for the situation discussed in the example� it may be reasonable to stratify according
to country of residence since both exposure and occurrence or recognition of disease may
di
er by country� In order to simplify the presentation� we will concentrate on the model
��� with no strati�cation� and only comment upon the modi�cations for the situation with
strati�cation when relevant�

The individuals in the cohort may be followed over di
erent periods of time� i�e�� our
observations may be subject to left	truncation and�or right censoring �see TRUNCATION
and CENSORED DATA�� The risk set R�t� is the collection of all individuals who are under
observation just before time t� and n�t� � �R�t� is the number at risk at that time� We let
t� � t� � � � � be the times when failures are observed and� assuming that there are no tied
failures� denote by ij the index of the individual who fails at tj �a few ties may be broken
at random�� A nested case	control sample is then obtained as follows� At each failure time
tj � one selects by simple random sampling� without replacement m� � individuals �controls�
from the n�tj�� � non	failing individuals in R�tj�� The sampled risk eR�tj� then consists of
the case ij and these m� � controls� Covariate information is collected for all individuals in
the sampled risk sets� but are not needed for the remaining individuals in the cohort� Note
that the sampling is done independently at the di
erent failure times� so an individual may
be member of more than one sampled risk set�

A basic assumption is that truncation and censoring� as well as the sampling of controls�
are independent in the sense that the additional knowledge of which individuals have entered
the study� have been censored or have been selected as controls before any time t do not
carry information on the risks of failure at t� cf� Sections III��	� in �� and �� for a general
discussion� For a small time	interval t� t� dt�� this assumption and ��� imply that

Pr �i fails in t� t� dt� j Ft�� � e�
�
xi�t����t�dt ���
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if individual i is at risk just before time t� Here �the history� Ft� contains information
about observed failures� entries� exits and changes in covariate values in the cohort� as well
as information on the sampling of controls� up to but not including time t� �Not all this
information will actually be available to the researcher in a nested	case control study��

In the example� controls were not selected from all individuals at risk� but only from those
at risk in the same country as the case� �Since age is used as time	scale when forming the
risk sets� the controls will also have the same age as the case�� This way of sampling the
controls is related to the strati�ed Cox model discussed earlier� When the strati�ed model
applies� the sampling of controls should be restricted to those at risk in the same stratum as
the case� We say that the controls are matched by the strati�cation variable �country in the
example��

Estimation

Estimation of the regression coe�cients in ��� is based on a partial likelihood� which may be
derived heuristically as follows� Denote by eR�t� the sampled risk set were a failure to occur
at t� and let P�t� be the collection of all possible sampled risk sets at that time� Then P�t� is
the set of all

�
n�t�
m

�
subsets of R�t� of size m� Consider a set r � P�t� and an individual i � r�

Then by ���� and since the m � � controls are sampled by simple random sampling without
replacement from the n�t�� � non	failing individuals in R�t��

Pr
�
i fails in t� t� dt�� eR�t� � r j Ft�

�
� Pr

� eR�t� � r j i fails at t� Ft�

�
� Pr �i fails in t� t� dt� j Ft��

�

�
n�t�� �

m� �

���

e�
�
xi�t����t�dt� ���

Now the sampled risk set equals r if one of the m individuals in r fails� and the remaining
m� � individuals are selected as controls� Therefore

Pr
�
one individual in r fails in t� t� dt�� eR�t� � r j Ft�

�
�

�
n�t�� �

m � �

���X
l�r

e�
�
xl�t����t�dt�

���
Dividing ��� by ���� it follows that

Pr
�
i fails at t j one individual in r fails at t� eR�t� � r� Ft�

�
�

e�
�
xi�t�P

l�r e
��
xl�t�

� ���

Multiplying together conditional probabilities of the form ��� for all failure times tj � cases ij �
and sampled risk sets eR�tj�� we arrive at the partial likelihood

L��� �
Y
tj

e
��
xij

�tj�P
l�eR�tj�

e�
�
xl�tj�

� ���

This is similar to the full cohort partial likelihood �see COX�S REGRESSION MODEL�
except that the sum in the denominator is taken over the sampled risk set eR�tj� in place of
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the full cohort risk set R�tj�� Inference concerning �� using the usual large	sample likelihood
methods� can be based on the partial likelihood ���� The above heuristic derivation of ���
is essentially the one given by Oakes ��� � Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz �� made this
argument rigorous using a marked point processes formulation�

The partial likelihood ��� also applies for the strati�ed Cox model when the controls
are matched by the strati�cation variable� i�e�� sampled from the same stratum as the case�
Note further that ��� is of the same form as the conditional likelihood for logistic regression
with m � � matched controls per case �e�g�� Chapter � in ���� Thus standard software for
conditional logistic regression can be used for data analysis�

The cumulative baseline hazard rate function ���t� �
R t
� ���u�du can be estimated by

�� �� b���t� �
X
tj�t

�P
l�eR�tj�

eb��

xl�tj�n�tj�
m

� ���

where b� is the maximum partial likelihood estimator maximizing ���� The estimator ��� is of
the same form as the one used for cohort data �see SURVIVAL ANALYSIS�� However� since
nested case	control data only use information from a sample of those at risk� the contribution
for each subject in the sampled risk set� including the case� is weighted by the inverse of the
proportion sampled� The estimator ��� is almost unbiased when averaged over all possible
failure and sampled risk set occurrences�

When there is only a small number of strata� the stratum speci�c cumulative baseline
hazard rate functions for the strati�ed Cox model may be estimated by a slight modi�cation
of ��� � All that is required is that the sum is restricted to those failure times tj when a
failure in the actual stratum occurs� and that the n�tj� are taken to be the number at risk
in this stratum� When there are many strata� however� there may be too little information
in each stratum to make estimation of the stratum speci�c cumulative baseline hazard rate
functions meaningful�

Relative e�ciency

Goldstein and Langholz ��� were the �rst to carry out a rigorous study of the asymptotic
properties of the maximum partial likelihood estimator b� maximizing ���� Based on the
asymptotic distributional results� they also presented a study of the asymptotic e�ciency
of the maximum partial likelihood estimator for nested case	control data relative to the
estimator based on the full cohort partial likelihood� When � � �� the asymptotic covariance
matrix of the nested case	control estimator equals m��m��� times the asymptotic covariance
matrix of the full cohort estimator� independent of censoring and covariate distributions�
Thus the e�ciency of the nested case	control design relative to the full cohort is �m� ���m
for testing associations between single exposures and disease  a result which has been known
for some time for binary covariates based on the time	matched case	control study paradigm
��� In the example with � controls per case this yields the relative e�ciency of �������
mentioned earlier�

When � departs from zero� and when more than one regression coe�cient has to be
estimated� the e�ciency of the nested case	control design may be much lower than given by
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the ��m � ���m e�ciency rule� �� ���� E�g�� with one binary covariate for exposure with
relative risk e� � �� the relative e�ciency of the nested case	control design with one control
per case is about ��� when ��� of the cohort is exposed rather than ��� as the rule suggests�

Properly normalized the estimator ��� for the cumulative baseline hazard rate function
converges weakly to a Gaussian process ��� This asymptotic distributional result makes it
possible to study the asymptotic e�ciency of ��� relative to the full cohort estimator� but
such an e�ciency	study has yet to be performed� Preliminary studies by the author of this
entry indicate� however� that the relative e�ciency of ��� is much higher than the one of the
maximum partial likelihood estimator b��
Extensions

Estimation of the cumulative hazard rate function for an individual with given time	�xed co	
variate values were studied in �� and extended to time	varying covariate histories in ���� The
latter also described how the results presented earlier extend to regression models where ���
is replaced by �i�t� � ���t�r���xi�t�� for some relative risk function r���xi�t�� and discussed
estimation of absolute risk without and in the presence of competing risks�� Estimation of
excess risk from nested case	control data using Aalen�s nonparametric linear regression model
was discussed in ���

In a nested case control study� the controls are selected by simple random sampling�
An alternative is to select the controls by strati�ed random sampling �see STRATIFIED
DESIGNS�� This design� termed counter	matched sampling�� may reduce the estimation un	
certainty in situations of practical interest ���� Using a marked	point process formulation� a
general framework for the sampling of controls incorporating the nested case control design
and counter	matched sampling as special cases� were introduced and studied in ���

A study design related to nested case	control studies� is the case	cohort design ���� Here a
subcohort C is selected by simple random sampling from the entire cohort at the outset of the
study� Covariate information is collected for the members of C as well as for cases occurring
outside this subcohort� Estimation of � is based on a pseudo likelihood which has the same
form as ���� but with eR�tj� replaced by �C � R�tj�� � fijg for the sums in the denominator�
Since this estimation is not based on a partial likelihood� the usual large sample likelihood
methods do not apply� and this makes the analysis of data from a case	cohort study more
cumbersome than the analysis of nested case	control data� For most studies involving a single
disease� the case	cohort and nested case	control design seem to have about the same e�ciency�
The main potential of the case	cohort design therefore lies in situations where multiple disease
endpoints are to be evaluated� because disease free members of the subcohort may serve as
controls for the disease cases of each type�
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COUNTER�MATCHED SAMPLING

Counter	matching is a novel design for stati�ed sampling of controls in epidemiological case	
control studies� It is a generalization of nested case	control sampling� and will often give an
e�ciency gain compared to this classical design�

Counter	matched sampling and the nested case	control design are closely related to Cox�s
regression model� for failure time data� This model relates the vector of covariates xi�t� �
�xi��t�� � � � � xip�t��

� at time t for an individual i to its hazard rate function �i�t� by

�i�t� � ���t�e
��
xi�t�� ���

Here � � ���� � � � � �p�
� is a vector of regression coe�cients� while the baseline hazard rate

function ���t� is left unspeci�ed� Estimation in Cox�s model is based on a partial likelihood�

which� at each failure time� compares the covariate values of the failing individual to those
of all individuals at risk at the time of the failure� In large epidemiological cohort studies
of a rare disease �see EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STATISTICS and COHORT ANALYSIS�� Cox
regression requires the collection of information on exposure variables and other covariates of
interest for all individuals in the cohort even though only a small fraction of these actually
get diseased� This may be very expensive� or even logistically impossible� Nested case	control
studies� in which covariate information is needed only for each failing individual ��case�� and
a small number of controls selected from those at risk at the time of the failure� may give a
substantial reduction in the resources required for a study� Moreover� as most of the statistical
information is contained in the cases� a nested case	control study may still be su�cient to
give reliable answers to the questions of main interest�

In the classical form of a case	control study nested within a cohort� the controls are
selected by simple random sampling� �see NESTED CASE	CONTROL SAMPLING�� Often
some information is available for all cohort members� e�g�� a surrogate measure of exposure�
like type of work or duration of employment� may be available for everyone� Langholz and
Borgan �� have developed a strati�ed version of the simple nested case	control design which
makes it possible to incorporate such information into the sampling process in order to obtain
a more informative sample of controls� For this design� called counter�matching� one applies
the additional information on the cohort subjects to classify each individual at risk into one
of say� L� strata� Then at each failure time tj � one samples randomly without replacement
ml controls from the nl�tj� at risk in stratum l� except for the case�s stratum where only
ml � � controls are sampled� The failing individual ij is� however� included in the sampled
risk set eR�tj�� so this contains a total of ml from each stratum l � �� �� � � � � L� In particular�
for L � � and m� � m� � � the single control is selected from the opposite stratum of the
case� Thus counter	matching is� as the name suggests� essentially the opposite of matching
where the case and its controls are from the same stratum�

Inference from counter	matched data concerning � in ��� can be based on the partial
likelihood

L��� �
Y
tj

e
��
xij

�tj�wij�tj�P
k�eR�tj�

e�
�
xk�tj�wk�tj�

���

using the usual large	sample likelihood methods �� ��� Here wk�tj� � nl�tj��ml if individual
k belongs to stratum l at time tj � The partial likelihood ��� is similar to Oakes� �� partial
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likelihood for simple nested case	control data �see NESTED CASE	CONTROL SAMPLING��
But the contribution of each individual� including the case� has to be weighted by the inverse
of the proportion sampled from the individual�s stratum in order to compensate for the
di
erent sampling probabilities in the strata� The cumulative baseline hazard rate function
���t� �

R t
� ���u�du can be estimated by ��

b���t� �
X
tj�t

�P
k� eR�tj�

eb��

xk�tj�wk�tj�
� ����

where b� is the maximum partial likelihood estimator maximizing ���� The estimator ���� is
also similar to the one used for nested case	control data�

Counter	matching may give an appreciable improvement in statistical e�ciency for esti	
mation of a regression coe�cient of particular importance compared to simple nested case	
control sampling� Intuitively this is achieved by increasing the variation in the covariate
of interest within each sampled risk set� The e�ciency gain has been documented both by
asymptotic relative e�ciency calculations �� �� �� and by Steenland and Deedens� �� study
of a cohort of gold miners� For the latter� a counter	matched design �with strati�cation based
on duration of exposure� with three controls per case had the same statistical e�ciency for
estimating the e
ect of exposure to crystalline silica as a simple nested case	control study
using ten controls� According to preliminary investigations by the author of this entry� a
similar increase in e�ciency is not seen for the estimator ����� One important reason for this
is that for estimation of the baseline hazard rate function even a nested case	control study
has quite high e�ciency compared to the full cohort�

The idea of counter	matching originated in the middle of the nineties of the ��th century
and is rather new at the time of this writing ������� It has therefore not yet been put into
practical use� But it has attracted positive interest from researchers in epidemiology �� ���
and it is quite likely to be a useful design for future epidemiological studies�
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